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 1- What Is Dark Matter?
 2- What Is the Nature of Dark Energy?
 3- How Did the Universe Begin?
 4- Did Einstein Have the Last Word on Gravity?
 5- What Are the Masses of the Neutrinos, and How Have They Shaped the 
Evolution of the Universe?
 6- How Do Cosmic Accelerators Work and What Are They Accelerating?
 7- Are Protons Unstable?
 8- What Are the New States of Matter at Exceedingly High Density and 
Temperature?
 9- Are There Additional Space-Time Dimensions?
 10- How Were the Elements from Iron to Uranium Made?
 11- Is a New Theory of Matter and Light Needed at the Highest Energies?

Extraits de   Connecting Quarks with the Cosmos: Eleven Science Questions 
for the New Century (2003)

http://www.nap.edu/books/0309074061/html/
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Discovery Through the Power of Mathematics, Physics, and Imagination  

Finally, it is important to remember that many of the most far-reaching and revolutionary 

discoveries in astronomy were not solely the direct result of observations with telescopes or numerical 

simulations with computers. Rather, they also sprang from the imagination of inspired theorists thinking 

in deep and original ways about how to understand the data, and making testable predictions about new 

ideas.  Examples range from the prediction that the chemical elements heavier than hydrogen and helium 

must have been created inside nuclear furnaces in the cores of stars, to the idea that the infant universe 

underwent a period of extremely rapid  expansion called inflation, to the prediction of exotic objects like 

black holes, neutron stars, and white dwarfs, and the prediction that planets are a typical by-product of 

normal star formation.  

In the coming decade, major challenges loom that require development of fundamental new 

theories. Observations and computer simulations are necessary components, but to complete the path 

from discovery to understanding, theorists will need to exercise freely their imaginations.   

 

ORIGINS 

Study!of!the!origin!and!evolution!of!astronomical!objects!including!planets,!stars,!

galaxies,!and!the!universe!itself!can!elucidate!our!origins.!!!!

!

Science!frontier!questions!in!this!category!are:!

" How!did!the!universe!begin?!

" What!were!the!first!objects!to!light!up!the!universe!and!when!did!they!do!it?!!

" How!do!cosmic!structures!form!and!evolve?!

" What!are!the!connections!between!dark!and!luminous!matter?!

" What!is!the!fossil!record!of!galaxy!assembly!and!evolution!from!the!first!stars!

to!the!present?!

" How!do!stars!and!black!holes!form?!!

" How!do!circumstellar!disks!evolve!and!form!planetary!systems?!

 

Astronomical science is the study of origins. Where did we come from as an intelligent species on 

a single planet in a vast cosmos?  How did the cosmos itself begin and how did the first stars and the 

structures of star clusters, galaxies, and clusters of galaxies arise? Is our universe just one of an infinite 

number of others!one with properties allowing for life!or is it instead an extraordinarily remarkable 

and singular thing?  How did our Galaxy, Sun, and planet Earth form? These questions, expressed in 

different ways, have profoundly affected human beings across cultures for as long as human thought has 

been written down or propagated through oral tradition. The remarkable findings of the 20th century were 

that the universe had a single explosive origin, and that the galaxies, stars and planets we observe are not 

only common, but are the evolved expression of structure embedded within the universe since its very 

beginning (Figure 2-4). These realizations have both scientific and philosophical implications and they 

have spawned a multitude of fascinating questions about our origins that we are racing towards answering 

in the 21st century.  

 

The Origin of the Universe: The Earliest Moments 

We know from observations over the last decade of the microwave background and the early 

constituents of the universe that the universe—all matter, space, and time itself—began 13.7 billion years 

ago in the big bang and we are now telling the story of the  universe with a confidence that has grown 
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On the Threshold 
 

 

The confluence of stunning discoveries, technological advances, and powerful ideas has made 

this a special time in astronomy and astrophysics.  The discovery of dark energy and exoplanets, the 

development of new digital detectors across the electromagnetic spectrum, dramatic advances in 

computing power, and big ideas from particle physics have us poised for major leaps in our 

comprehension of the universe and our place within it.   

Over the next decade we will be able to trace our origins, from the quantum fluctuations that 

seeded galaxies in the infant universe, to the origin of atoms and dark matter, to the first stars and 

galaxies, and to the formation of planetary systems like ours.  We are also primed to understand how the 

most exotic objects in the universe work, including supermassive black holes and neutron stars, as well as 

to figure out how planetary systems form, how common are planets in the habitable zone around stars, 

and how to find evidence for life elsewhere.   

During the decade we will push the frontiers of basic knowledge, using the universe as a 

laboratory to identify the exotic dark matter and understand the even more mysterious dark energy, probe 

the basic properties of neutrinos and determine how they shaped the universe, and test whether or not 

Einstein's theory of gravity fully describes black holes. Although astronomy is the oldest science, it is 

constantly being reborn, and we can anticipate great surprises from all the new tools that are becoming 

available such as opening up time-domain astronomy and the exploration of the universe with 

gravitational waves.  

In what follows the committee casts the compelling questions for the next decade and beyond in 

four thematic areas.  These questions have resulted from the careful surveying of the current state of 

research in astronomy and astrophysics done by the five Science Frontiers Panels (SFPs), later 

synthesized by the committee.1  An assessment of the readiness of the astronomy and astrophysics 

enterprise to answer these questions led directly to the science program described in later chapters. 

 

DISCOVERY 

New!technologies,!observing!strategies,!theories,!and!computations!open!vistas!on!the!

universe!and!provide!opportunities!for!transformational!comprehension,!i.e.!discovery.!

!

Science!frontier!discovery!areas!are:!

" Identification!and!characterization!of!nearby!habitable!exoplanets!!

" Gravitational!wave!astronomy!

" Time"domain!astronomy!!

" Astrometry!!

" The!epoch!of!reionization!

 

Scientific progress often follows predictable paths. Through keen insight and diligent pursuit, 

questions are asked and answered, and knowledge recorded. But many of the most revolutionary 

discoveries in science are made when a new way of perceiving or thinking about the universe evaporates 

the fog that had obscured our view and reveals an unimagined cosmic landscape all around us. The 

history of astronomy is replete with these revelatory moments.  This capacity of the universe to astonish 

                                                      
1The charge to the SFPs and their findings are summarized in Appendix A.  Their reports are found in the 

companion volume to this report, Panel Reports!New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics..  
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UNDERSTANDING THE COSMIC ORDER 

When! known! physical! laws! interact,! often! in! complex! ways,! outcomes! of! great!

astrophysical!interest!and!impact!result!and!their!study!improves!our!understanding!of!

the!cosmic!order.!!

!

Science!frontier!questions!in!this!category!are:!!

" How!do!baryons!cycle! in!and!out!of!galaxies!and!what!do!they!do!while!they!

are!there?!

" What!are!the!flows!of!matter!and!energy!in!the!circumgalactic!medium?!

" What!controls!the!mass"energy"chemical!cycles!within!galaxies?!

" How!do!black!holes!work!and!influence!their!surroundings?!

" How!do!rotation!and!magnetic!fields!affect!stars?!

" How!do!massive!stars!end!their!lives?!

" What!are!the!progenitors!of!Type!Ia!supernovas!and!how!do!they!explode?!

" How!diverse!are!planetary!systems!and!can!we!identify!the!telltale!signs!of!life!

on!an!exoplanet?!

 

One of the biggest challenges in the next decade is to understand how the basic building blocks of 

matter and energy, governed by known physical laws, are responsible for the dazzling array of 

astronomical phenomena that intrigue and inspire us. Meeting this challenge will require a synthesis of a 

broad range of evidence and insights drawn from traditionally disparate scientific disciplines.  

None of the baryonic components of the cosmos (gas, galaxies, stars, planets, life) exist in 

isolation. Galaxies grow by cannibalizing smaller neighboring galaxies and by capturing primordial gas 

clouds flowing in from the vast spaces beyond. This gas, once inside a galaxy, is the raw material for 

forming new stars. The big bang produced only the simplest and lightest chemical elements hydrogen and 

helium. Heavier elements like oxygen and iron have been forged within the nuclear furnaces of stars and 

violently expelled in supernova explosions, thereby seeding the environment with the material necessary 

to form planets and life.  

Our goal is to use all the applicable scientific laws to understand the properties and behavior of 

the cosmos; in short, to find order in complexity.  

 

Galaxies and Black Holes 

The observable universe contains about 100 billion galaxies, including our own Milky Way. 

Although we commonly think of galaxies as being made of stars and clouds of gas and dust, in fact over 

90% of the mass of galaxies is dark matter, whose nature we do not understand. And at the center of most 

or all galaxies lies a supermassive black hole. Thus something as common as a galaxy is both exotic and 

mysterious. The stars in spiral galaxies like ours are arrayed in two main components: a nearly spherical 

and slowly rotating “bulge” and a thin and rapidly rotating “disk” (which also contains the gas clouds that 

can be used to form new stars). Galaxies exhibit a bewildering array of shapes and sizes that are largely 

determined by the mass of the halo of dark matter surrounding them. Besides spirals, there are ellipticals, 

three-dimensional balls that formed most of their stars early on, so have no gas/star disks or star formation 

today; and irregulars, tiny galaxies with an abundance of gas and star formation today. 

The lives of galaxies are determined by both nature and nurture; that is, by processes internal to 

the galaxies as well as through the influence of the surrounding environment. The most massive galaxies 

today would have begun forming in the early universe in the regions of the highest density of dark matter 

and gas.  They later merged with other galaxies of comparable mass (major mergers), scrambling the 

disks of the merging galaxies into a single nearly spherical bulge component.  The collision would also 
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Life 

We have only the most rudimentary ideas for what conditions are necessary and conducive to the 

formation of life. Even here modern astronomy has a key role to play, by finding and characterizing 

planets with the features that allow for life around stars other than the Sun. It will require study of 

individual planets by directly sensing their light to find the molecular signposts of habitability in the 

atmospheres and surfaces of these distant bodies.  

This last task, possible now for nearby giant planets, is exceedingly difficult for Earth-sized 

bodies, with disks 100 times smaller in area than Jupiter’s. The signature of water, together with a suitable 

orbit around a parent star, would tell us that the medium for life as we know it is likely present as a 

surface liquid; methane indicates that organic molecules (the structural building block of life) are present; 

oxygen with methane would indicate a state of extreme chemical “disequilibrium” that could likely not be 

maintained in the absence of life.  

The most promising signatures of life on planets around other stars are features in the 

atmospheric spectra of planets around other stars, such as the “red edge” arising from photosynthesis. 

Less definitive is molecular oxygen, which is locked up in oxidized surface minerals unless continually 

replenished either by life (as on Earth) or catastrophic loss of surface water followed by photolysis of 

H2O in the atmosphere (as on early Venus). The presence of both water and methane in a planetary 

atmosphere is a more reliable biosignature of water-based organic life than that of one or the other alone. 

A different approach is to look for signals produced by technologically advanced entities elsewhere in our 

galaxy. 

 

FRONTIERS OF KNOWLEDGE 

New!fundamental!physics,!chemistry,!and!biology!can!be!revealed!by!astronomical!

measurements,!experiments,!or!theory!and!hence!push!the!frontiers!of!human!

knowledge.!

!

Science!frontier!questions!in!this!category!are:!

" Why!is!the!universe!accelerating?!

" What!is!dark!matter?!!

" What!are!the!properties!of!the!neutrinos?!

" What!controls!the!masses,!spins!and!radii!of!compact!stellar!remnants?!

 

One of the key insights of the past few centuries was the recognition that the same scientific laws 

that govern the behavior of matter and energy on Earth also govern the behavior of the cosmos: planets, 

stars, galaxies, and the entire universe. Newton inferred that the same physical forces causing apples to 

fall to Earth also govern the motions of the Moon around Earth and the planets around the Sun.  One 

hundred and fifty years later it was discovered that chemical elements introduced into laboratory flames 

produced a unique set of spectral lines, and since many of these lines also appeared in the solar spectrum, 

it was concluded that the Sun was made of the same chemical elements as found on Earth, or as in the 

case of helium, a new one waiting to be discovered. Astronomers feel confident in using the universe as a 

laboratory to explore natural phenomena that are inaccessible to Earth-based labs.  The study of how the 

universe and its constituent objects and phenomena work continues to yield unique insight into 

fundamental science. 
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Cosmology: main questions and tools

✤ Energy and matter content of the universe  (Dark matter, dark energy)
✤ Structure formation and evolution  
✤ Primordial cosmology: inflation … 
✤ Primordial nucleosynthesis
✤ Formation and evolution of galaxies and stars
✤ Cosmic microwave background: temperature and polarisation C(l) 

spectrum 
✤ Statistical properties of large scale structures
✤ Geometrical probes:  dA(z), dL(z) … : SNIa , Clusters, BAO …

8Thursday, April 24, 14



✤Recent cosmological observations imply a flat universe
✤Matter (including dark matter) is about a quarter of 
the critical density. Most of the energy density in the 
universe seems to be made of a mysterious component 
behaving like Λ 
✤Λ : Repulsive gravity !

✤Vaccum energy (quantum fluctuations) ➠ Dark 
Energy ?

✤Determination of state equation of this cosmic fluid:  
p = w(z) ! 

✤w(z) = -1  for the cosmological constant ( " )
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/ast/detf.jsp 
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Planck collaboration: CMB power spectra & likelihood
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Figure 37. The 2013 Planck CMB temperature angular power spectrum. The error bars include cosmic variance, whose magnitude
is indicated by the green shaded area around the best fit model. The low-` values are plotted at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.5, 11.5, 13.5, 16,
19, 22.5, 27, 34.5, and 44.5.

Table 8. Constraints on the basic six-parameter ⇤CDM model using Planck data. The top section contains constraints on the six
primary parameters included directly in the estimation process, and the bottom section contains constraints on derived parameters.

Planck Planck+WP

Parameter Best fit 68% limits Best fit 68% limits

⌦bh2 . . . . . . . . . 0.022068 0.02207 ± 0.00033 0.022032 0.02205 ± 0.00028

⌦ch2 . . . . . . . . . 0.12029 0.1196 ± 0.0031 0.12038 0.1199 ± 0.0027
100✓MC . . . . . . . 1.04122 1.04132 ± 0.00068 1.04119 1.04131 ± 0.00063

⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0925 0.097 ± 0.038 0.0925 0.089+0.012
�0.014

ns . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9624 0.9616 ± 0.0094 0.9619 0.9603 ± 0.0073

ln(1010As) . . . . . 3.098 3.103 ± 0.072 3.0980 3.089+0.024
�0.027

⌦⇤ . . . . . . . . . . 0.6825 0.686 ± 0.020 0.6817 0.685+0.018
�0.016

⌦m . . . . . . . . . . 0.3175 0.314 ± 0.020 0.3183 0.315+0.016
�0.018

�8 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8344 0.834 ± 0.027 0.8347 0.829 ± 0.012

zre . . . . . . . . . . . 11.35 11.4+4.0
�2.8 11.37 11.1 ± 1.1

H0 . . . . . . . . . . 67.11 67.4 ± 1.4 67.04 67.3 ± 1.2

109As . . . . . . . . 2.215 2.23 ± 0.16 2.215 2.196+0.051
�0.060

⌦mh2 . . . . . . . . . 0.14300 0.1423 ± 0.0029 0.14305 0.1426 ± 0.0025
Age/Gyr . . . . . . 13.819 13.813 ± 0.058 13.8242 13.817 ± 0.048
z⇤ . . . . . . . . . . . 1090.43 1090.37 ± 0.65 1090.48 1090.43 ± 0.54
100✓⇤ . . . . . . . . 1.04139 1.04148 ± 0.00066 1.04136 1.04147 ± 0.00062
zeq . . . . . . . . . . . 3402 3386 ± 69 3403 3391 ± 60

33

Planck TT power spectrum , Planck collaboration arXiv 1303.5075
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Figure 37. The 2013 Planck CMB temperature angular power spectrum. The error bars include cosmic variance, whose magnitude
is indicated by the green shaded area around the best fit model. The low-` values are plotted at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.5, 11.5, 13.5, 16,
19, 22.5, 27, 34.5, and 44.5.

Table 8. Constraints on the basic six-parameter ⇤CDM model using Planck data. The top section contains constraints on the six
primary parameters included directly in the estimation process, and the bottom section contains constraints on derived parameters.

Planck Planck+WP

Parameter Best fit 68% limits Best fit 68% limits

⌦bh2 . . . . . . . . . 0.022068 0.02207 ± 0.00033 0.022032 0.02205 ± 0.00028

⌦ch2 . . . . . . . . . 0.12029 0.1196 ± 0.0031 0.12038 0.1199 ± 0.0027
100✓MC . . . . . . . 1.04122 1.04132 ± 0.00068 1.04119 1.04131 ± 0.00063

⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0925 0.097 ± 0.038 0.0925 0.089+0.012
�0.014

ns . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9624 0.9616 ± 0.0094 0.9619 0.9603 ± 0.0073

ln(1010As) . . . . . 3.098 3.103 ± 0.072 3.0980 3.089+0.024
�0.027

⌦⇤ . . . . . . . . . . 0.6825 0.686 ± 0.020 0.6817 0.685+0.018
�0.016

⌦m . . . . . . . . . . 0.3175 0.314 ± 0.020 0.3183 0.315+0.016
�0.018

�8 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8344 0.834 ± 0.027 0.8347 0.829 ± 0.012

zre . . . . . . . . . . . 11.35 11.4+4.0
�2.8 11.37 11.1 ± 1.1

H0 . . . . . . . . . . 67.11 67.4 ± 1.4 67.04 67.3 ± 1.2

109As . . . . . . . . 2.215 2.23 ± 0.16 2.215 2.196+0.051
�0.060

⌦mh2 . . . . . . . . . 0.14300 0.1423 ± 0.0029 0.14305 0.1426 ± 0.0025
Age/Gyr . . . . . . 13.819 13.813 ± 0.058 13.8242 13.817 ± 0.048
z⇤ . . . . . . . . . . . 1090.43 1090.37 ± 0.65 1090.48 1090.43 ± 0.54
100✓⇤ . . . . . . . . 1.04139 1.04148 ± 0.00066 1.04136 1.04147 ± 0.00062
zeq . . . . . . . . . . . 3402 3386 ± 69 3403 3391 ± 60

33
Planck cosmological parameters  , Planck collaboration arXiv 1303.5075
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 36. 2D marginalized posterior distributions for w0 and
wa, for the data combinations Planck+WP+BAO (grey),
Planck+WP+Union2.1 (red) and Planck+WP+SNLS (blue).
The contours are 68% and 95%, and dashed grey lines show the
cosmological constant solution.

energy abundance (for a flat Universe). Note that the model of
Eq. (95) has dark energy present over a large range of redshifts;
the bounds on ⌦e can be substantially weaker if dark energy is
only present over a limited range of redshifts (Pettorino et al.
2013). The presence or absence of dark energy at the epoch of
last scattering is the dominant e↵ect on the CMB anisotropies
and hence the constraints are insensitive to the addition of low
redshift supplementary data such as BAO.

The most precise bounds on EDE arise from the analysis
of CMB anisotropies (Doran et al. 2001; Caldwell et al. 2003;
Calabrese et al. 2011; Reichardt et al. 2012; Sievers et al.
2013; Hou et al. 2012; Pettorino et al. 2013). Using
Planck+WP+highL, we find

⌦e < 0.009 (95%; Planck+WP+highL). (96)

(The limit for Planck+WP is very similar: ⌦e < 0.010.) These
bounds are consistent with and improve the recent ones of
Hou et al. (2012), who give ⌦e < 0.013 at 95% CL, and
Sievers et al. (2013), who find ⌦e < 0.025 at 95% CL.

In summary, the results on dynamical dark energy (except for
those on early dark energy discussed above) are dependent on
exactly what supplementary data are used in conjunction with
the CMB data. (Planck lensing does not significantly improve
the constraints on the models discussed here.) Using the direct
measurement of H0, or the SNLS SNe sample, together with
Planck we see preferences for dynamical dark energy at about
the 2� level reflecting the tensions between these data sets and
Planck in the⇤CDM model. In contrast, the BAO measurements
together with Planck give tight constraints which are consistent
with a cosmological constant. Our inclination is to give greater
weight to the BAO measurements and to conclude that there is
no strong evidence that the dark energy is anything other than a
cosmological constant.

6.6. Dark matter annihilation

Energy injection from dark matter (DM) annihilation can
change the recombination history and a↵ect the shape of
the angular CMB spectra (Chen & Kamionkowski 2004;

Padmanabhan & Finkbeiner 2005; Zhang et al. 2006;
Mapelli et al. 2006). As recently shown in several papers
(see e.g., Galli et al. 2009, 2011; Giesen et al. 2012; Hutsi et al.
2011; Natarajan 2012) CMB anisotropies o↵er an opportunity
to constrain DM annihilation models.

High-energy particles injected in the high-redshift thermal
gas by DM annihilation are typically cooled down to the keV
scale by high energy processes; once the shower has reached
this energy scale, the secondary particles produced can ion-
ize, excite or heat the thermal gas (Shull & van Steenberg 1985;
Valdes et al. 2010); the first two processes modify the evolution
of the free electron fraction xe, while the third a↵ects the tem-
perature of the baryons.

The rate of energy release, dE/dt, per unit volume by a relic
annihilating DM particle is given by

dE
dt

(z) = 2 g ⇢2
cc2⌦2

c(1 + z)6 pann(z), (97)

where pann is, in principle, a function of redshift z, defined as

pann(z) ⌘ f (z)
h�vi
m�
, (98)

where h�vi is the thermally averaged annihilation cross-section,
m� is the mass of the DM particle, ⇢c is the critical density of
the Universe today, g is a degeneracy factor equal to 1/2 for
Majorana particles and 1/4 for Dirac particles (in the following,
constraints will refer to Majorana particles), and the parameter
f (z) indicates the fraction of energy which is absorbed overall
by the gas at redshift z. We note that the presence of the brackets
in h�vi denote a thermal average over the velocity distribution
of particles.

In Eq. (98), the factor f (z) depends on the details of the
annihilation process, such as the mass of the DM particle and
the annihilation channel (see e.g., Slatyer et al. 2009). The func-
tional shape of f (z) can be taken into account using gen-
eralized parameterizations (Finkbeiner et al. 2012; Hutsi et al.
2011). However, as shown in Galli et al. (2011), Giesen et al.
(2012), and Finkbeiner et al. (2012) it is possible to neglect the
redshift dependence of f (z) to first approximation, since current
data shows very little sensitivity to variations of this function.
The e↵ects of DM annihilation can therefore be well parameter-
ized by a single constant parameter, pann, that encodes the de-
pendence on the properties of the DM particles.

We compute here the theoretical angular power in the pres-
ence of DM annihilations, by modifying the RECFAST routine
in the camb code as in Galli et al. (2011) and by making use
of the package CosmoMC for Monte Carlo parameter estimation.
We checked that we obtain the same results by using the CLASS
Boltzmann code (Lesgourgues 2011a) and the Monte Python
package (Audren et al. 2012), with DM annihilation e↵ects cal-
culated either by RECFAST or HyRec (Ali-Haimoud & Hirata
2011), as detailed in Giesen et al. (2012). Besides pann, we sam-
ple the parameters of the base ⇤CDM model and the fore-
ground/nuisance parameters described in Sect. 4.

From Planck+WP we find

pann < 5.4 ⇥ 10�6 m3 s�1 kg�1 (95; Planck+WP). (99)

This constraint is weaker than that found from the full
WMAP9 temperature and polarization likelihood, pann < 1.2 ⇥
10�6 m3s�1kg�1 because the Planck likelihood does not yet in-
clude polarization information at intermediate and high multi-
poles. In fact, the damping e↵ect of DM annihilation on the
CMB temperature power spectrum is highly degenerate with
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Figure 23. Comparison of the 68 and 95 per cent constraints in the
DA(0.57)(rfidd /rd) � H(0.57)(rfidd /rd) plane from CMASS consensus
anisotropic (orange) and isotropic (grey) BAO constraints. The Planck con-
tours correspond to Planck+WMAP polarization (WP) and no lensing. The
green contours show the constraints from WMAP9.

To make the flat ⇤CDM comparison between the CMB
and our BAO measurements more quantitative, we report in Ta-
ble 13 the Planck, WMAP, and eWMAP ⇤CDM predictions for
our isotropic and anistropic BAO observables at z = 0.32 and
z = 0.57. All three predictions are in good agreement with
our isotropic measurements. The largest discrepancy between the
Planck ⇤CDM predictions and BOSS measurements is about 1.5�
for the anisotropic parameter ✏ (or the closely related ↵k) at z =

0.57. eWMAP and BOSS disagree at about 1.8� in ✏, which leads
to an approximately 2.2� offset in ↵?.

Our measurements therefore provide no indication that addi-
tional parameters are needed to describe the expansion history be-
yond those in flat ⇤CDM. However, it is also clear from Fig. 22 and
Table 13 that the disagreement between the WMAP+SPT/ACT and
Planck ⇤CDM BAO predictions is comparable to the error on the
BOSS acoustic scale measurement. Under the assumption of a flat
⇤CDM model, our anisotropic measurements show a mild prefer-
ence for the Planck parameter space over WMAP+SPT/ACT. We
are optimistic that the further analysis of the CMB data sets will
resolve the apparent difference.

Since the uncertainties in the ⇤CDM prediction of the BAO
observables from the CMB are dominated by the uncertainty in
⌦ch

2, another way to summarize and compare the BAO measure-
ments across redshift is as a constraint on ⌦mh2 from the flat
⇤CDM model holding the CMB acoustic scale, `A (Eq. 10 of
Planck Collaboration 2013b), and physical baryon density, ⌦bh

2

fixed. These values are given in the ⌦mh2 column of Table 13.
We stress that these inferences depend critically on the assump-
tion of a flat ⇤CDM expansion history. Using this method, the
BOSS inferences are more precise than the CMB and fall between
the WMAP and Planck constraints. The isotropic CMASS analy-
sis yields ⌦mh2

= 0.1389 ± 0.0022, in close agreement with the
LOWZ result of 0.1387 ± 0.0036. Our anisotropic analysis shifts

Figure 24. The DV (z)/rd measured from galaxy surveys, divided by the
best-fit flat ⇤CDM prediction from the Planck data. All error bars are 1 �.
We now vary the cosmological model for the Planck prediction. Red shows
the prediction assuming a flat Universe with w = �0.7; blue shows the pre-
diction assuming a closed Universe with ⌦K = �0.01 and a cosmological
constant.

to a notably larger value, ⌦mh2

= 0.1416± 0.0018, closer to the
Planck measurement. This shift in ⌦mh2 between the isotropic and
anisotropic CMASS fits is simply a restatement of the half sigma
shift in ↵ between our isotropic and anistropic fits, discussed in
Sec. 7.5.

For our cosmological parameter estimation, we present
Planck in most cases but show the results for WMAP and
WMAP+SPT/ACT in some cases so that the reader can assess the
differences. For most combinations, the agreement is good. This is
because the BAO data fall between the two CMB results and hence
tend to pull towards reconciliation, and because the low-redshift
data sets dominate the measurements of dark energy in cosmolo-
gies more complicated than the vanilla flat ⇤CDM model.

Fig. 23 and Table 13 illustrate many of the features of the
⇤CDM model fits we present in Table 14. For instance, the ad-
dition of a CMASS BAO measurement to the CMB improves the
constraint on ⌦mh2 by 40 per cent for Planck (with similar im-
provements for the other CMB choices). The central values for
all three reported ⇤CDM parameters shift by one sigma between
isotropic and anisotropic CMASS fits. There are also one sigma
shifts between Planck and WMAP/eWMAP central parameter val-
ues at fixed BAO measurements; taken together, WMAP+CMASS-
iso or eWMAP+CMASS-iso and Planck+CMASS differ in their
central values of ⌦m and H

0

by about 2�. Additionally combin-
ing with other BAO and SN measurements relaxes this tension to
about 1�. Within the context of the ⇤CDM model, the combina-
tion of CMB and BAO provides 1 per cent (3 per cent) constraints
on H

0

and ⌦m, respectively. These constraints relax by a factor of
3 (2) in the most general expansion history model, ow

0

waCDM.
In Anderson et al. (2012) we showed that the BAO distance-

redshift relation is consistent with that measured by Type Ia super-
novae. This remains true with these DR11 results.

9.3 Cosmological parameter estimates in extended models

While the flat ⇤CDM expansion history is sufficient to explain cur-
rent CMB and BAO measurements, the addition of precise low-
redshift BAO distances greatly improves constraints on parameters
that generalize the flat ⇤CDM expansion history. In this section we

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 2–38

⬆  SDSS-III BOSS   ⬆
Anderson et al, arXiv 1312.4877

Planck  (Cosmo. Param)
⬇  arXiv 1303.5076  ⬇
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21 cm Cosmology projects 

• LOFAR
• GMRT
• MWA

• SKA-LOW
• HERA

• CHIME
• Tianlai
• GBT
• BAOBab
• SKA-mid
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Five Key Science projects 

✤ Galaxy evolution, Cosmology and Dark Energy 

✤ Strong-field tests of gravity using pulsars and black holes

✤ Origin and evolution of cosmic magnetism 

✤ Probing the dark ages

✤ Cradle of life 
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Great Observatories for the coming 
decades  

Square Kilometre Array: radio 
Construction start 2017/18 

Slide by R. Braun 
SKA Science director
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250,000 element 
 Low Frequency  Aperture Array 

Exploring the Universe  
with the world’s largest radio telescope 

254 dishes Ph
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e 
I :
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50 MHz             100 MHz                           1 GHz                     10 GHz 

>250,000 element 
Low Frequency  Aperture Array 

2500 dishes 

Mid Frequency Aperture 
Array 

Sc
ie

nc
e 

96 survey enabled dishes 

Cosmic Dawn & Reionization Pulsars Cosmic Magnetism Cradle of Life Cosmology & 
Galaxy Evolution 

Slide by R. Braun 
SKA Science director
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How does SKA1 baseline redefine 
state-of-art? 
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 Aeff/Tsys:            6xJVLA        6xASKAP  16xLOFAR 
Survey Speed:        100x         22xASKAP   270x 

              280xJVLA 
Slide by R. Braun 

SKA Science director
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How did we choose the site? 

Slide by R. Braun 
SKA Science director
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The Science Working Groups 

•  Astrobiology (“The Cradle of Life”) 
–  Project Scientist: Tyler Bourke  
–  Working Group Chair: Melvin Hoare 

•  Galaxy Evolution – Continuum  
–  Project Scientist: Jeff Wagg  
–  Working Group Chairs: Nick Seymour & Isabella 

Prandoni 
•  Cosmic Magnetism 

–  Project Scientist: Jimi Green  
–  Working Group Chairs: Melanie Johnston-Hollitt & 

Federica Govoni 
•  Cosmology 

–  Project Scientist: Jeff Wagg  
–  Working Group Chair: Roy Maartens 

•  Epoch of Reionisation & the Cosmic Dawn 
–  Project Scientist: Jeff Wagg  
–  Working Group Chair: Leon Koopmans 

•  Galaxy Evolution – HI  
–  Project Scientist: Jimi Green  
–  Working Group Chairs: Lister Staveley-Smith & Tom 

Osterloo 
•  Pulsars (“Strong field tests of gravity”) 

–  Project Scientist: Jimi Green  
–  Working Group Chairs: Ben Stappers & Michael Kramer 

•  Transients 
–  Project Scientist: Tyler Bourke  
–  Working Group Chair: Rob Fender 

Slide by R. Braun 
SKA Science director
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LSST
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LSST (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope)

Wide … Fast … Deep
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LSST “mission”
•  Photometric survey of half of the sky

 (~ 20 000 sq. deg.) during 10 years
•  Complete coverage every 4 nights
•  One 10 sq. deg. field every 40 seconds
•  Fast alert system (60s) for detection of 

violent phenomenon
Deliverables

•  « 4D » object mapping (stars, galaxies...)
 (α,δ) positions on the sky

 Redshifts z
 Time variations (SN, lensing, AGN…)

Cosmology
•  Archive more than 3x109 galaxies with 

photometric redshifts up to z=3
•  Detection of 250 000 SN Ia per year (with 

photo-z < 0.8). 

Now
Expected
in LSST

R. Ansari , CC-IN2P3,  Jan 2014
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Time domain science 
✦ Nova, supernova, GRBs 
✦ Source characterization
✦ Gravitational microlensing 
✦ Interstellar scintillation 

Finding moving sources
✦ Asteroids and comets
✦ Proper motions of stars

Mapping the Milky Way
✦ Tidal streams
✦ Galactic structure

Dark energy and dark matter
✦ Gravitational lensing
✦ Slight distortion in shape
✦ Trace the nature of dark energy

The Science Enabled by LSST

R. Ansari , CC-IN2P3,  Jan 2014
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L’effet de lentille xt
http://phys.org/news/2011-05-nature-magnifying-glass-views-eary.html
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Amas de galaxies CL0024+17 (z ~ 0.39 , ~ 5. 10^9 AL) vu par HST
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Reconstitution du potentiel gravitationnel (matière noire) et distortion de l’espace-temps
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R. Ansari , CC-IN2P3,  Jan 2014
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The LSST observatory facility will be 
located on Cerro Pachón, Chile

LSST
Base Facility

50 km paved highway

AURA
property
(Totoral)

0 10 20 km LSST SITE

CTIO

N

Coquimbo

Gemini & SOAR

Puclaro
dam & tunnel

La Serena airport

Vicuña

Pa
n-

A
m

er
ic

an
 H

ig
hw

ay

port

Central Chile Location 
Map

La Serena

40km
 dirt road

Cerro Pachón chosen in 2006 after 2 year global 
evaluation by international committee. 
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Blank of the first/tertiary mirror
(sept.	  08)

Diameter:	  8.4m
f/D	  =	  1.23
field:	  3.5°
Image:	  0.2’’R. Ansari , CC-IN2P3,  Jan 2014
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Camera Overview

Parameter Value
Diameter 1.65 m

Length 3.7 m
Weight 3000 kg

F.P. Diam 634 mm

1.65 m
5’-5”

–3.2 Gigapixels
–0.2 arcsec pixels
–9.6 square degree FOV
–2 second readout
–6 filters

R. Ansari , CC-IN2P3,  Jan 2014
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LSST camera :  focal 
plane 

3X3 CCD 
“RAFT”

189 Science CCD   
   4000 X 4000 10µm pixels

      =    3 x109pixels
              - 9.6 Deg 2 

Corner sensors : 
Guiding and wave-front analysis

Segmented CCD
16 segments of 1M pixels 

Raft :
Matrix of 9 ccd
= 144 Mpixel

LSST camera = 21 rafts

R. Ansari , CC-IN2P3,  Jan 2014
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Computing challenges 

✤ Data acquisition (volume, on-line processing …)

✤ Data processing and reduction : image and signal processing methods

✤ Large volume data storage and management 

✤ Statistical inference 

✤ Large scale modeling and simulation 

✤ Making data usable and available to the scientific community

32Thursday, April 24, 14



	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  LSST	  CD-‐1	  Review	  •	  SLAC,	  Menlo	  Park,	  CA	  •	  November	  1	  -‐	  3,	  2011	  

Cyber	  infrastructure	  is	  defined	  and	  capacity	  has	  been	  
idenMfied	  to	  handle	  data	  volume

• Summit-‐Base	  network	  will	  be	  installed	  by	  the	  project.
• Working	  with	  NSF	  funded	  network	  consorMums	  on	  capacity.
• InternaMonal	  protected	  network	  idenMfied	  and	  quoted.

+ CC-IN2P3
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18/12/13 Emmanuel Gangler – LSST-France 2/15

LSST Data Managment
● Flot de données important :

● Image : 6 Gbyte/17 secondes

● 15 TB/nuit

● ~100 PB archives (nales images

● 40. 109 objets ( table de 100-200 TB )

● 5 000. 109 observations ( table de 1-3 PB )

● Par nuit : alertes sur les transitoires (106)

● Accès « ouvert » aux données : qui ? CC/NCSA ?

● Champ interdisciplinaire avec recherche informatique : BigData

● 2012 : mise en place consortium PetaSky

● 2013 : Test grande échelle au CC

Simulation 1 
CCD 4k x 4k

Slide	  de	  E.	  Gangler
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The LSST will allow a wide variety of science to be done using data from a single survey. A large part of ensuring this claim is designing a smart and adaptive algorithm for scheduling 
observations, one which can effectively merge multiple requirements into a single program of observations while maximizing time on the sky and coping efficiently with changing conditions in 
real time.  Diverse requirements include multiband imaging of 25,000 square degrees of sky, achieving a uniform depth of exposure across 20,000 square degrees in each of six filters, allowing 
effective search strategies for NEO's and short- and long-period variables, and providing frequent, deep exposures to characterize faint transients and moving objects.  The LSST operations 
simulator includes a detailed model of seeing and sky transparency derived from data obtained at its site on Cerro Pachon, Chile. It also includes a detailed model of the delays incurred by 
readout of the camera, filter changes, active optics acquisition, and movements of the dome and telescope.  We describe current progress in the LSST scheduler design and present simulations 
of a prototype ten-year LSST mission which demonstrate that all of the science requirements and constraints can be accommodated successfully into a single survey.

LSST Survey Strategy: Cadence Design and SimulationLSST Survey Strategy: Cadence Design and Simulation
P.A. Pinto (Steward Observatory),  K.H. Cook (LLNL),  F. Delgado (CTIO),  M. Miller (NOAO),  L. Denneau (U. Hawaii),  A. Saha (NOAO),
P.A. Gee (UC Davis),  J.A. Tyson (UC Davis),  Z. Ivezic (U. Washington) for the LSST Collaboration

LSST Scheduling GoalsLSST Scheduling Goals
In a ten-year survey, the LSST will take more than five million exposures, collecting over 32 
petabytes of raw image data to produce a deep, time-dependent, multi-color movie of 
30,000 square degrees of sky. The sequence, or cadence, with which these exposures are 
made is essential to achieving multiple scientific goals from a single survey, an important 
feature of the LSST concept. The algorithm which determines this sequence will be the 
``brains'' of the robotic observatory; we have developed a sophisticated operations 
simulator to aid in designing this algorithm. It allows us to explore in detail what science the 
survey can achieve in practice and provides a detailed connection between scientific 
requirements and specific elements of the system design.

The LSST survey sequence must provide

• time and color sampling to detect and characterize a wide variety of transient, 
variable, and moving objects
• time sampling to allow accurate proper motions and parallaxes to be
determined over the entire survey area.

• uniform exposure depth over a large area of sky to enable an accurate
catalog of photometric redshifts.

• for each position on the sky, a wide range in position angle of the telescope
pupil on the sky and the camera angle on the pupil to control photometric and
shear systematics.

• the highest possible image signal to noise ratio by obtaining images at the
lowest air mass and sky background consistent with other survey goals.

We have simulated a full ten-year survey driven by the current version of our scheduling 
algorithm. Knowing that scientific priorities can change and that new analysis innovations 
may lead to changes in cadence requirements, we present this as an existence proof that a 
rich set of investigations can indeed be carried out with this observing strategy. We 
anticipate that the process of optimizing LSST's scheduler will continue throughout the 
lifetime, of the project.

Figure 2: Sky coverage of the ten-year survey. The predominantly red 
regions are the 20,000 square degrees in which the airmass < 1.4; the 
galactic plane region, with 30 visits per filter, is seen as the blue sliver; 
and the northern ecliptic region is in the upper right.

Figure 1: The fractional progress toward survey
depth requirements (the indicated number of

visits) imposed by photometric redshift
accuracy  as a function of area on the

sky.

The LSST Operations SimulatorThe LSST Operations Simulator
LSST will take data as pairs of back-to-back, 15-second exposures to aid in cosmic-ray 
rejection. We call this pair a “visit”, a single observation of one ten-square-degree field 
through a given filter. Designing the LSST survey requires ordering these visits in time 
and allocating them among its six filters so as to maximize the return on scientific goals 
in a fixed survey duration. Cosmological parameter estimation by many techniques 
requires uniform coverage of 20,000 square degrees of sky. Obtaining accurate 
photometric red-shifts in every field requires a specified number of visits in each filter 
(see the poster by Ivezic et al, 86.02). Weak lensing shear measurements benefit from 
allocating times of best seeing to observations in the r and i bands. Maximizing signal 
to noise ratios requires choosing the next filter based upon the current sky background. 
Supernova cosmology requires frequent, deep photometry in all bands, with z and Y 
observations even during dark time.  Detecting the motion of solar system objects and 
transients, characterizing variability on various timescales, and acquiring the best 
proper motions and parallaxes place further demands upon the distribution of revisit 
intervals and observation geometries to each point on the sky. Finally, making uniform 
progress in time toward these goals facilitates analyses made while the survey is still in 
progress. 

A ten-year survey with perfect weather has an average of slightly more than ten hours 
per night of available observing time during nighttime and nautical (12 degree) twilight. 
From this must be subtracted times of bad weather, approximately 21% at Cerro 
Pachón, and scheduled and unscheduled down-time, assumed to be two weeks every 
two years and 3% of the total, respectively.  A realistic estimate of the time spent 
actually gathering photons must reflect the performance of the telescope system; the 
simulator includes a detailed engineering model of telescope, dome, and camera 
activities such as slew motions specified by accelerations, maximum velocities, and 
settling times; active optics open- and closed-loop acquisition times; filter changes; and 
focal plane readout; all of which depend upon the current state of the system. An 
automated survey should also be able to take advantage, in real time, of weather and 
seeing conditions; the simulator employs a ten-year database of hourly weather 
conditions as actually observed at Cerro Tololo from 1994 to 2004, and employs a 
seeing time series developed from data gathered from on-site MASS/DIMM 
measurements.

Before each observation, a series of functions called “proposals” rank potential visits 
according to criteria such as timing, sky background, seeing, air mass, and progress 
toward survey goals. These rankings are then merged, penalties are applied for slew 
and filter change times and other operational considerations, and ranked again. The 
best visit is then made, and the process repeats. We have found that four proposals 
are sufficient to ensure meeting all requirements:

Deep-Wide-Fast is designed to provide the deep, uniform coverage of the sky with 
uniform progress toward the specified number of visits over ten years. In times of good 
seeing and at low airmass, preference is given to r and i band observations. It provides 
most of the temporal sampling for discovering time variability and detecting moving 
solar system objects. It requires, as often as possible, that each field be observed twice 
with visits separated by 15 – 60 minutes to provide motion vectors to link moving object 
detections and fine time sampling for measuring short-period variability.

Northern Ecliptic extends Deep-Wide-Fast to 4,000 square degrees of the northern 
ecliptic beyond the airmass limit of the main survey.

Deep-Drilling: A small fraction of time spent employing different strategies can 
significantly enhance the overall science return. This proposal allocates ten minutes’
exposure per night to a small number of fields; the time is distributed among filters on a 
five-day cycle so as to provide high-quality type-Ia supernova light curves at redshifts 
to z~1.2. Many of the these fields are distributed across the ecliptic plane to enable 
deeper searches for KBO's and other denizens of the outer solar system.

Galactic Plane allocates thirty observations in each of six filters in a region of 1000 
square degrees around the galactic center where the high stellar density leads to a 
confusion limit at much brighter magnitudes than those attained in the rest of the 
survey.

Simulation ResultsSimulation Results
2,767,596 visits (5,535,192 15-second exposures) in 10-year survey

Deep-Wide-Fast: 20,000 square degrees at airmass < 1.4:
per-visit limiting magnitude (5 , AB):

u: 23.9    g: 25.0   r: 24.7   i: 24.0   z: 23.3   y: 22.1
uniform stacked limiting magnitude (5 , AB):

u: 26.0    g: 27.4   r: 27.5   i: 27.0   z: 26.2   y: 24.8
average airmass over all observations: 1.2
746,667 pairs of observations separated by 15-60 minutes in griz,

an average of 6 per field per lunation
86% recovery of >140m NEA’s
excellent period recovery for periods > 0.1 day (see figure 3)

Northern Ecliptic: 4,000 square degrees:
63,497 pairs of observations separated by 15-60 minutes in griz,

an average of 2.3 pairs per field per lunation

Deep-Drilling: 150 sequences of 100 day duration with > 85% of observations
completed. Dense grizy lightcurves to per-visit limiting magnitude 
(5 , AB, for z=1 SN Ia):

g: 26.2   r: 26.3   i: 25.8   z: 25.1   y: 23.7

Galactic Plane: 30 observations in each of ugrizy in each field over 10 years
Uniform stacked limiting magnitude (5 , AB) :

u: 25.6   g: 26.8   r: 26.5   i: 26.0   z: 25.3 y: 23.9

Figure 3: Error in recovering periods from 0.14 to 120 days from RR Lyrae-like 
lightcurves with an amplitude-to-noise ratio of 5, sampled on the observation 
times of each field. Fields were assigned errors of unity if a catastrophic error 
occurred at any period.

The LSST will allow a wide variety of science to be done using data from a single survey. A large part of ensuring this claim is designing a smart and adaptive algorithm for scheduling 
observations, one which can effectively merge multiple requirements into a single program of observations while maximizing time on the sky and coping efficiently with changing conditions in 
real time.  Diverse requirements include multiband imaging of 25,000 square degrees of sky, achieving a uniform depth of exposure across 20,000 square degrees in each of six filters, allowing 
effective search strategies for NEO's and short- and long-period variables, and providing frequent, deep exposures to characterize faint transients and moving objects.  The LSST operations 
simulator includes a detailed model of seeing and sky transparency derived from data obtained at its site on Cerro Pachon, Chile. It also includes a detailed model of the delays incurred by 
readout of the camera, filter changes, active optics acquisition, and movements of the dome and telescope.  We describe current progress in the LSST scheduler design and present simulations 
of a prototype ten-year LSST mission which demonstrate that all of the science requirements and constraints can be accommodated successfully into a single survey.

LSST Survey Strategy: Cadence Design and SimulationLSST Survey Strategy: Cadence Design and Simulation
P.A. Pinto (Steward Observatory),  K.H. Cook (LLNL),  F. Delgado (CTIO),  M. Miller (NOAO),  L. Denneau (U. Hawaii),  A. Saha (NOAO),
P.A. Gee (UC Davis),  J.A. Tyson (UC Davis),  Z. Ivezic (U. Washington) for the LSST Collaboration

LSST Scheduling GoalsLSST Scheduling Goals
In a ten-year survey, the LSST will take more than five million exposures, collecting over 32 
petabytes of raw image data to produce a deep, time-dependent, multi-color movie of 
30,000 square degrees of sky. The sequence, or cadence, with which these exposures are 
made is essential to achieving multiple scientific goals from a single survey, an important 
feature of the LSST concept. The algorithm which determines this sequence will be the 
``brains'' of the robotic observatory; we have developed a sophisticated operations 
simulator to aid in designing this algorithm. It allows us to explore in detail what science the 
survey can achieve in practice and provides a detailed connection between scientific 
requirements and specific elements of the system design.

The LSST survey sequence must provide

• time and color sampling to detect and characterize a wide variety of transient, 
variable, and moving objects
• time sampling to allow accurate proper motions and parallaxes to be
determined over the entire survey area.

• uniform exposure depth over a large area of sky to enable an accurate
catalog of photometric redshifts.

• for each position on the sky, a wide range in position angle of the telescope
pupil on the sky and the camera angle on the pupil to control photometric and
shear systematics.

• the highest possible image signal to noise ratio by obtaining images at the
lowest air mass and sky background consistent with other survey goals.

We have simulated a full ten-year survey driven by the current version of our scheduling 
algorithm. Knowing that scientific priorities can change and that new analysis innovations 
may lead to changes in cadence requirements, we present this as an existence proof that a 
rich set of investigations can indeed be carried out with this observing strategy. We 
anticipate that the process of optimizing LSST's scheduler will continue throughout the 
lifetime, of the project.

Figure 2: Sky coverage of the ten-year survey. The predominantly red 
regions are the 20,000 square degrees in which the airmass < 1.4; the 
galactic plane region, with 30 visits per filter, is seen as the blue sliver; 
and the northern ecliptic region is in the upper right.

Figure 1: The fractional progress toward survey
depth requirements (the indicated number of

visits) imposed by photometric redshift
accuracy  as a function of area on the

sky.

The LSST Operations SimulatorThe LSST Operations Simulator
LSST will take data as pairs of back-to-back, 15-second exposures to aid in cosmic-ray 
rejection. We call this pair a “visit”, a single observation of one ten-square-degree field 
through a given filter. Designing the LSST survey requires ordering these visits in time 
and allocating them among its six filters so as to maximize the return on scientific goals 
in a fixed survey duration. Cosmological parameter estimation by many techniques 
requires uniform coverage of 20,000 square degrees of sky. Obtaining accurate 
photometric red-shifts in every field requires a specified number of visits in each filter 
(see the poster by Ivezic et al, 86.02). Weak lensing shear measurements benefit from 
allocating times of best seeing to observations in the r and i bands. Maximizing signal 
to noise ratios requires choosing the next filter based upon the current sky background. 
Supernova cosmology requires frequent, deep photometry in all bands, with z and Y 
observations even during dark time.  Detecting the motion of solar system objects and 
transients, characterizing variability on various timescales, and acquiring the best 
proper motions and parallaxes place further demands upon the distribution of revisit 
intervals and observation geometries to each point on the sky. Finally, making uniform 
progress in time toward these goals facilitates analyses made while the survey is still in 
progress. 

A ten-year survey with perfect weather has an average of slightly more than ten hours 
per night of available observing time during nighttime and nautical (12 degree) twilight. 
From this must be subtracted times of bad weather, approximately 21% at Cerro 
Pachón, and scheduled and unscheduled down-time, assumed to be two weeks every 
two years and 3% of the total, respectively.  A realistic estimate of the time spent 
actually gathering photons must reflect the performance of the telescope system; the 
simulator includes a detailed engineering model of telescope, dome, and camera 
activities such as slew motions specified by accelerations, maximum velocities, and 
settling times; active optics open- and closed-loop acquisition times; filter changes; and 
focal plane readout; all of which depend upon the current state of the system. An 
automated survey should also be able to take advantage, in real time, of weather and 
seeing conditions; the simulator employs a ten-year database of hourly weather 
conditions as actually observed at Cerro Tololo from 1994 to 2004, and employs a 
seeing time series developed from data gathered from on-site MASS/DIMM 
measurements.

Before each observation, a series of functions called “proposals” rank potential visits 
according to criteria such as timing, sky background, seeing, air mass, and progress 
toward survey goals. These rankings are then merged, penalties are applied for slew 
and filter change times and other operational considerations, and ranked again. The 
best visit is then made, and the process repeats. We have found that four proposals 
are sufficient to ensure meeting all requirements:

Deep-Wide-Fast is designed to provide the deep, uniform coverage of the sky with 
uniform progress toward the specified number of visits over ten years. In times of good 
seeing and at low airmass, preference is given to r and i band observations. It provides 
most of the temporal sampling for discovering time variability and detecting moving 
solar system objects. It requires, as often as possible, that each field be observed twice 
with visits separated by 15 – 60 minutes to provide motion vectors to link moving object 
detections and fine time sampling for measuring short-period variability.

Northern Ecliptic extends Deep-Wide-Fast to 4,000 square degrees of the northern 
ecliptic beyond the airmass limit of the main survey.

Deep-Drilling: A small fraction of time spent employing different strategies can 
significantly enhance the overall science return. This proposal allocates ten minutes’
exposure per night to a small number of fields; the time is distributed among filters on a 
five-day cycle so as to provide high-quality type-Ia supernova light curves at redshifts 
to z~1.2. Many of the these fields are distributed across the ecliptic plane to enable 
deeper searches for KBO's and other denizens of the outer solar system.

Galactic Plane allocates thirty observations in each of six filters in a region of 1000 
square degrees around the galactic center where the high stellar density leads to a 
confusion limit at much brighter magnitudes than those attained in the rest of the 
survey.

Simulation ResultsSimulation Results
2,767,596 visits (5,535,192 15-second exposures) in 10-year survey

Deep-Wide-Fast: 20,000 square degrees at airmass < 1.4:
per-visit limiting magnitude (5 , AB):

u: 23.9    g: 25.0   r: 24.7   i: 24.0   z: 23.3   y: 22.1
uniform stacked limiting magnitude (5 , AB):

u: 26.0    g: 27.4   r: 27.5   i: 27.0   z: 26.2   y: 24.8
average airmass over all observations: 1.2
746,667 pairs of observations separated by 15-60 minutes in griz,

an average of 6 per field per lunation
86% recovery of >140m NEA’s
excellent period recovery for periods > 0.1 day (see figure 3)

Northern Ecliptic: 4,000 square degrees:
63,497 pairs of observations separated by 15-60 minutes in griz,

an average of 2.3 pairs per field per lunation

Deep-Drilling: 150 sequences of 100 day duration with > 85% of observations
completed. Dense grizy lightcurves to per-visit limiting magnitude 
(5 , AB, for z=1 SN Ia):

g: 26.2   r: 26.3   i: 25.8   z: 25.1   y: 23.7

Galactic Plane: 30 observations in each of ugrizy in each field over 10 years
Uniform stacked limiting magnitude (5 , AB) :

u: 25.6   g: 26.8   r: 26.5   i: 26.0   z: 25.3 y: 23.9

Figure 3: Error in recovering periods from 0.14 to 120 days from RR Lyrae-like 
lightcurves with an amplitude-to-noise ratio of 5, sampled on the observation 
times of each field. Fields were assigned errors of unity if a catastrophic error 
occurred at any period.

Ž. IVEZIĆ et al.

Table 1. The LSST Baseline Design and Survey Parameters.

Quantity Baseline Design Specification
Optical/mount Configuration 3-mirror modified Paul-Baker; alt-azimuth
Final f-Ratio, aperture f/1.25, 8.4 m
Field of view area, étendue 9.6 deg2, 318 m2deg2

Plate Scale, pixel count 50.9 µm/arcsec (0.2” pix), 3.2 Gigapix
Wavelength Coverage, filters 320 – 1050 nm, ugrizy
Single visit depths (5!) u : 23.9, g : 25.0, r : 24.7, i : 24.0, z : 23.3, y : 22.1
Mean number of visits u : 70, g : 100, r : 230, i : 230, z : 200, y : 200
Final (coadded) depths (5!) u : 26.3, g : 27.5, r : 27.7, i : 27.0, z : 26.2, y : 24.9

well as a central archive facility and multiple data ac-
cess centers. The data will be transported over exist-
ing high-speed optical fiber links from South America
to the U.S.

2.15. The Baseline Main Deep-Wide-Fast
Survey

The fundamental basis of the LSST concept is
to scan the sky deep, wide, and fast, and to obtain a
dataset that simultaneously satisfies the majority of
science goals. This concept, so-called ”universal ca-
dence”, will yield the main deep-wide-fast survey and
use about 90% of the observing time. The observing
strategy will be optimized to maximize the scientific
throughput by minimizing slew and other downtime
and by making appropriate choices of the filter bands
given the real-time weather conditions. As often as
possible, each field will be observed twice, with vis-
its separated by 15-60 minutes. This strategy will
provide motion vectors to link detections of moving
objects in the Solar System, and fine-time sampling
for measuring short-period variability. The resulting
sky coverage for LSST baseline cadence, based on
detailed operations simulations, is shown for the r
band in Fig. 7. The anticipated total number of

Fig. 7. The distribution of the r band visits on the
sky for the baseline main survey. The sky is shown
in Aito! projection in equatorial coordinates and the
number of visits for a 10-year survey is color-coded
according to the inset. The two regions with smaller
number of visits than the main survey are the Galac-
tic plane (arc on the left) and the so-called ”northern
Ecliptic region” (upper right). It is likely that the re-
gion around the South Celestial Pole will also receive
substantial coverage.

visits for a ten-year LSST survey is 2,767,595 (! 5.5
million 15-second long exposures). The per-band al-
location of these visits is shown in Table 1. The re-
maining 10% of observing time will be used to obtain
improved coverage of parameter space such as very
deep (r ! 26) observations, observations with very
short revisit times (! 1 minute), and observations of
”special” regions such as the Ecliptic, Galactic plane,
and the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Until recently, most astronomical investiga-
tions have focused on small samples of cosmic sources
or individual objects. Over the past decade, however,
advances in technology have made it possible to move
beyond the traditional observational paradigm and
to undertake large-scale sky surveys, such as SDSS,
2MASS, GALEX and many others. This observa-
tional progress, based on synergy of advances in tele-
scope construction, detectors, and above all, infor-
mation technology, has a dramatic impact on nearly
all fields of astronomy, many areas of fundamental
physics, and the society in general.

The LSST builds on the experience of these
surveys and addresses the broad goals stated in sev-
eral nationally endorsed reports by the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences. The realization of the LSST
involves extraordinary engineering and technological
challenges: the fabrication of large, high-precision
optics; construction of a huge, highly-integrated ar-
ray of sensitive, wide-band imaging sensors; and the
operation of a massive data management facility han-
dling tens of terabytes of data each day. The project
is scheduled to have first light in 2014 and the begin-
ning of survey operations in 2015.

The LSST survey will open a movie-like win-
dow on objects that change brightness, or move, on
timescales ranging from 10 seconds to 10 years. The
survey will have a data rate of about 30 TB/night
(more than one complete Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey per night), and will collect over 60 PB of raw
data over its lifetime, resulting in an incredibly rich
and extensive public archive that will be a treasure
trove for breakthroughs in many areas of astronomy.
About 10 billion galaxies and a similar number of
stars will be detected – for the first time in history,
the number of cataloged celestial objects will exceed
the number of living people!

10

LSST : Sky coverage
~ 3 . 10^6 pointings x 2 x 189 CCD (10 years)

~ 100 PB of raw image data

R. Ansari ,  Jan 2014
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18/12/13 Emmanuel Gangler – LSST-France 3/15

Paradigme LSST :

● L2 : caractérisation → catalogues + stacked images

● Delivré par projet

● L3 : analyse 

● Hors projet : ex. DESC

● Quelle relation aux données L2 / reprocessing spéci(que ?

Contribution 
française au 

calcul

Slide	  de	  E.	  Gangler
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LSST Database Design LDM-135 08/12/11

Table Size [TB] rows columns description

Object 109 ~38 billion ~500 Most heavily used, for all common queries 

on stars/galaxies, including spatial 

correlations and time series analysis using 

summarized information

CalibSource 24 ~100 billion ~25 Sources used for calibration

DiaSource 71 ~200 billion ~50 Alert-related follow up analysis

Source 3,600 ~5 trillion ~100 Time series analysis of bright objects and 

detections

ForcedSource 1,089 ~23 trillion ~7 Specialized analysis of faint objects and 

detections

Reliability. The system must not lose data, and it must provide at least 98% up time in the face 

of hardware failures, software failures, system maintenance, and upgrades.

Low cost. It is essential  to not overrun the allocated budget, thus a cost-effective,  preferably 

open-source solution is strongly preferred.

4.2 Data Production Related Requirements

In  a  nutshell,  the  LSST  database  catalogs  will  be  generated  by  a  small  set  of  production 

pipelines:

• Data Release Production – it produces all key catalogs. Ingest rates are very modest, as 

DRP takes several months to complete and is dominated by cpu-intensive application 

jobs. Ingest can be done separately from pipeline processing, as an post-processing step.

• Nightly Alert Production – it produces difference image sources, and inserts/updates the 

Object and Moving Object catalogs. Since alerts need to be generated in under a minute 

after  data  has  been  taken,  data  has  to  be  ingested/updated  in  almost-real  time.  The 

number of rows updates/ingested is modest: ~40K new rows and updates every ~30 sec 

[59.].

• Calibration Pipeline – it produces calibration information. Due to small data volume and 

no stringent timing requirements, ingest bandwidth needs are very modest.

In addition, the camera and telescope configuration is captured in the Engineering & Facility 

Database. Data volumes are very modest. 

16

LSST data

Data Base table volume : 5 PB !

Catalogues

Images:   3. 10^6 x 2 x 189 CCD : ~ 100 PB

R. Ansari , CC-IN2P3,  Jan 2014
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Storage / Computing 
ressource forecast for LSST 

at CC-IN2P3  

CONSEIL SCIENTIFIQUE DE 
L’IN2P3  

25-26 OCTOBRE 2012 
-(VERSION 24/09/12)-  

 

  54/66 
 

major fraction of these costs will be distributed over the ten survey years and the two 
commissioning years. 

 
It should be noted that the computing hardware is evolving very fast and it is impossible to 
predict which technology will be available in 10 years from now. The previous estimation is 
just our best guess based on the current knowledge. 
The level of investment presented here is comparable to what has been achieved for the LCG 
project. 

•Disk: 10 PB (1st year) … 25 PB 
(10th year)

• ~ 10 PB / an (storage space) : 10 
(Y1) … 100 PB (Y10)

• Processing power 100 TF (Y1) … 
900 TF (Y10)

Rapport au CS IN2P3 en décembre 2012

R. Ansari , CC-IN2P3,  Jan 2014
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radio interferometry - SKA 
computing challenges

✤ Reconstruction of sky maps from interferometric observations ( Cyril 
Tasse slides from LOFAR-SKA radio days, Feb 2014)

✤ Digital radio interferometry : huge data flow, needs enormous 
computing and network bandwidth (correlation computation)

✤ RFI cleaning, gain/phase calibration , beam determination …
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… When Direction Dependent Effects (DDE) 
become a problem : Ionosphere/troposphere

Big field of view : station, direction, 
time and frequency dependent

Other direction dependent effects :
- Faraday rotation
+ Effect on the polarisation

Incoming wavefront

Outcoming wavefront

Ionosp
here 

PSF

Slide by Cyril Tasse
Feb 2014
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Van der Tol thesis

Direction 
dependent

Direction 
independent

Source 
coherency

The Measurement Equation

Beam Geometrical delay
+Correlator

[Voltage antenna p]  x  [ Voltage antenna q]*

Ionosphere Electric field

Linear 
transf.

F
F'

Hamaker 1996

Slide by Cyril Tasse
Feb 2014
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Imaging and deconvolution

- Ionosphere
- Troposphere
- Beam
- Sky
- Faraday rotation
- Electronics
- etc

TRUTH 
domain Measurement 

domain

time

freq

baseline

time

freq

baseline

Direction

Non-linear 
operator h Hamaker et al. 1994

Most algorithms use CLEAN:
- Multi-scale (resolved objects)
- Multi-Term (large fractional bandwidth)

New deconvolution algorithms:
- Compressive sensing (understanding and 
generalisation of CLEAN, see Jean-Luc Starck, and 
Arwa Dabbech talk)
- Bayesian inference techniques

Slide by Cyril Tasse
Feb 2014
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Tianlai Electronic chain overview (1)
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R. Ansari - May 2013

GPU GPU
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Foreach (k = j . . . nc) : Ck(fi)
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R. Ansari - May 2013
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A B C
NFeed

BandWidth
1⇢2⇢3

M
3/M➟

NVis
@4 TFlops 

4➟ / M

32 256 1024

100 MHz 200 MHz 400 MHz

6.4 GBytes/sec 100 GBytes/sec 800 GBytes/sec

8 64 256

0.8 GBytes/sec 1.6 GBytes/sec 3.2 GBytes/sec

528 32896 526336

~ 1 ~ 100 ~ 3200

5 MBytes/sec 50 MBytes/sec 400 MBytes/sec

CPU & bandwidth requirements

Easy … Challenging … ??
R. Ansari - May 2013
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